
Guest-Centric   
Engage guests everywhere 

without the clunky hardware or 
complicated user interfaces.

Tap-to-Pay  
Convenience   

Process payments with a  
tap or dip with, or without,  

card readers.  

Mobile Wallet Ready  
Offer mobile wallets like  

Google Wallet and Apple Pay  
for maximum convenience.

Pocket & Phone Only POS

Beyond your ambiance and product quality, the ordering and payment process 
are the most important moments that shape the guest experience. The GoTab 
Pocket POS or Phone Only POS, equipped with a larger screen, extended battery 
life, and compact design, offer unparalleled efficiency for order placement, payment 
processing, and seamless communication between front-of-house and back-of-
house operations.



Keep Hospitality Front 
and Center

Personalized, Guest-Centric Convenience 
The GoTab Pocket POS keeps the tech in the background so 
your service stands out. Staff can communicate with the back-
of-house tableside, eliminating cumbersome walks back-and-
forth to communicate with the kitchen, allowing your guests’ 
issues and concerns to be addressed at the moment.  

Tap- or Flip-to-Pay  
No more awkward moments for your guests selecting a tip 
in front of their server. With Flip-to-Pay on the GoTab Pocket 
POS, and Tap-to-Pay on the Phone Only POS, guests get to 
review their tab and select the tip amount they prefer at their 
discretion. Best of all, your guests quickly receive their order 
confirmation right to their mobile device! 

Pre-Auth and Start Tabs Tableside 
Authorize new tabs directly from the device to ensure payment 
is always attached to a tab. 

Manage Products and View Sales Reports 
Retrieve full sales metrics directly from the Pocket POS or 
Phone Only POS. And with full product management flexibility, 
you can quickly adjust inventory levels, 86 items, set product 
delays, and much more. 

With GoTab’s powerful, Pocket & Phone Only 
POS, your servers can easily navigate the entire 
restaurant and beyond! Allow your staff more 
opportunities  to engage with guests without the 
hindrance of clunky hardware or complicated POS 
user interfaces. It is almost as if they are taking 
orders by hand. 
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Data 
It’s yours

Hardware 
Run on a tablet, pc, 
phone, it’s up to you; 
our software runs 
seamlessly on iOS, 
Windows and Android 
platforms

Payment Processor 
No one-size-fits all 
solutions here

Just let us know when you’re  
ready and we’ll be there to 
help you set up.


